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Abstract. Recent IoT-based applications generate time-series in a
streaming fashion, and they often require techniques that enable environmental monitoring and event detection from generated time-series. Discovering a range motif, which is a subsequence that repetitively appears
the most in a time-series, is a promising approach for satisfying such a
requirement. This paper tackles the problem of monitoring a range motif
of a streaming time-series under a count-based sliding-window setting.
Whenever a window slides, a new subsequence is generated and the oldest subsequence is removed. A straightforward solution for monitoring a
range motif is to scan all subsequences in the window while computing
their occurring counts measured by a similarity function. Because the
main bottleneck is similarity computation, this solution is not eﬃcient.
We therefore propose an eﬃcient algorithm, namely SRMM. SRMM is
simple and its time complexity basically depends only on the occurring
counts of the removed and generated subsequences. Our experiments
using four real datasets demonstrate that SRMM scales well and shows
better performance than a baseline.
Keywords: Streaming time-series
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· Motif monitoring

Introduction

Motif discovery is one of the most important tools for analyzing time-series [20].
Given a time-series t, its range motif is a subsequence that appears the most in t,
i.e., a range motif is a frequently occurring subsequence [6,17]. As an example,
in Fig. 1, we illustrate subsequences (red ones) which are repetitively appear
in a streaming time-series of greenhouse gas emission [12], and the left most
red subsequence is the current range motif. (We measure the similarity between
subsequences by z-normalized Euclidean distance, thus the value scale in this
ﬁgure is not a problem.) In this paper, we address the problem of monitoring a
range motif (motif in short) of a streaming time-series, because recent IoT-based
applications generate time-series in a streaming fashion [13].
Application Examples. It is not hard to see that this problem has a wide
range of applications. For example, assume that a sensor device measures a sensor value and sends it to a server periodically, which constitutes a streaming
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Fig. 1. An example of subsequences (red ones) which are repetitively appear and discovered in a streaming time-series of greenhouse gas emission [12]. We measure the
similarity between subsequences by z-normalized Euclidean distance (that corresponds
to Pearson correlation), and the current motif is the left most red subsequence. (Color
ﬁgure online)

time-series. Assume further that a domain expert monitors the time-series, and
if its motif changes as time passes, he/she can analyze some underlying phenomenon and form a hypothesis, e.g., sensor values have correlation with not
only environmental but also temporal factors. Another example is event detection. Consider that we monitor the current motif and store it every minute. If the
current motif is very diﬀerent from the one obtained at the same time yesterday
or we have a signiﬁcant diﬀerence between the current and the previous motifs,
it can be expected that there is an anomaly event.
Technical Overview. The above applications require monitoring the current
motif in real-time while considering only recent data. We therefore employ a
count-based sliding window setting, which considers only the most recent w data,
and propose an eﬃcient algorithm, namely SRMM (Streaming Range Motif Monitoring). When a given window slides, a new data is inserted into the window
and the oldest data is removed from the window. That is, a new subsequence sn ,
which contains the new data, is generated and the oldest one se , which contains
the oldest data, is removed. A simple approach for updating the current motif,
which is used as a baseline algorithm in this paper, is to scan all subsequences
while comparing them with sn and se . This can obtain the exact frequency
count (the number of other subsequences that are similar to sn and/or se ) but
incurs an expensive computational cost. SRMM avoids unnecessary computation
by focusing on subsequences that can be the motif. The main idea employed in
SRMM is to leverage PAA (Piecewise Aggregate Approximation) [7] and kd-tree
[2]. This idea brings a technique which upper-bounds the frequency count of sn
with a light-weight cost, and enables pruning the exact frequency count computation. Even if we cannot prune the computation, we do not need to scan all
subsequences. Actually, the upper-bounding collects a candidate of subsequences
that may be similar to sn . SRMM therefore needs to compare sn only with the
candidate subsequences.
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Contributions. We summarize our contributions below.
– We address, for the ﬁrst time, the problem of range motif (a subsequence that
repetitively appears the most) monitoring on a streaming time-series under
a count-based sliding window setting.
– We propose SRMM to eﬃciently update the current motif when a given window slides. SRMM is simple and eﬃcient, and its time complexity is basically
O(log(w − l) + mn + me ), where l is a given subsequence size and mn and
me are the upper-bound frequency counts of new and removed subsequences,
respectively.
– We conduct experiments using four real datasets, and the results demonstrate
that SRMM scales well and the performance of SRMM is better than that of
the baseline.
Organization. We provide a preliminary in Sect. 2 and review some related
works in Sect. 3. We present SRMM in Sect. 4 and introduce our experimental
results in Sect. 5. Finally, Sect. 6 concludes this paper.

2
2.1

Preliminary
Problem Definition

A streaming time-series t is an ordered set of real values, which is described
as t = (t[1], t[2], ...), where t[i] is a real value. Because we are interested in an
underlying pattern in t, we below deﬁne subsequence of t.
Definition 1 (Subsequence). Given t and a length l, a subsequence of t, which
starts at p is sp = (t[p], t[p + 1], ..., t[p + l − 1]).
For ease of presentation, let sp [x] be the x-th value in sp . To observe how many
similar subsequences sp have in t (i.e., the occurring count of sp ), we use Pearson
correlation, which is a basic function to measure the similarity between timeseries [10,15].
Definition 2 (Pearson correlation). Given two subsequences sp and sq
with length l, their Pearson correlation ρ(sp , sq ) is
ρ(sp , sq ) = 1 −

ŝp , ŝq 2
.
2l

(1)

We have ρ(sp , sq ) ∈ [−1, 1]. Note that ŝp , ŝq  computes the Euclidean distance
between ŝp and ŝq , and
sp [i] − μ(sp )
,
ŝp [i] =
σ(sp )
where μ(sp ) and σ(sp ) are the average and the variation of (sp [1], sp [2], ..., sp [l]),
respectively. Now we see that ŝp is the z-normalized version of sp , and Pearson
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correlation can be converted to the z-normalized Euclidean distance d(·, ·) =
·, ·, i.e., from Eq. (1),

(2)
d(ŝp , ŝq ) = 2l(1 − ρ(sp , sq )).
It is trivial that the time complexity of computing Pearson correlation is O(l).
We next deﬁne subsequences which are similar to sp .
Definition 3 (Similar subsequence). Given sp , sq , and a threshold θ, we
say that sq (sp ) is similar to sp (sq ) if

(3)
ρ(sp , sq ) ≥ θ ⇔ d(ŝp , ŝq ) ≤ 2l(1 − θ).
It can be easily seen that sp and sp+1 can be similar to each other, but such a pair
is not interesting to obtain a meaningful result. Such overlapping subsequences
are denoted by trivial matched subsequences [5,17].
Definition 4 (Trivial match). Given sp , its trivial matched subsequences sq
satisfy that p − l + 1 ≤ q ≤ p + l − 1. Sp denotes the set of trivial matched
subsequences of sp .
Now we consider the occurring count of sp , score(sp ) in other words.
Definition 5 (Score). Given t, l, and θ, the score of a subsequence sp ∈ t is
defined as:
/ Sp }|.
(4)
score(sp ) = |{sq | sq ∈ t, ρ(sp , sq ) ≥ θ, sq ∈
Here, many applications including the ones in Sect. 1 care only recent data
[8,14]. Hence, as with existing works that study streaming time-series [4,9], we
employ a count-based sliding window setting, which monitors only the most
recent w values. That is, a streaming time-series t in the window is represented
as t = (t[i], t[i + 1], ..., t[i + w − 1]) where t[i + w − 1]) is the newest value, and
there are (w − l + 1) subsequences in the window when l is given. When the
window slides, we have a new subsequence which consists of the most recent l
values. At the same time, the oldest value is removed from the window, so the
oldest subsequence expires. We would like to monitor the subsequence of t with
the maximum score in this setting. Let S be the set of all subsequences in a
given widow with size w, and formally, our problem is:
Definition 6 (Range motif monitoring problem). Given t, l, θ, and w,
the problem in this paper is to monitor the current range motif s∗ that satisfies
s∗ = arg max score(s).
s∈S

If the context is clear, range motif is called motif simply.
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Baseline Algorithm

Because this is the ﬁrst work that tackles this problem, we ﬁrst provide a naive
solution that can monitor the exact result. Section 1 has already introduced
the solution, which updates the scores of all subsequences in the window by
comparing them with the expired and new subsequences, whenever the window
slides. As mentioned earlier, there are (w − l + 1) subsequences in the window
and each score computation requires O(l) time. Therefore, the time complexity
of this solution is O((w − l)l).
We can intuitively see that, for a subsequence, comparing it with all subsequences incurs redundant computation cost, because the subsequence is interested only in its similar subsequences. To remove such a redundant cost, we
propose a technique that eﬃciently identiﬁes subsequences whose scores need to
be updated.

3

Related Work

We introduce existing works that tackle the problem of motif discovery. It is
important to note that the term motif is sometimes used in diﬀerent meaning,
as claimed in [6]. The ﬁrst deﬁnition of motif is the same as that in this paper. On
the other hand, some works, e.g., [10,14,15], use motif as the closest subsequence
pair in a time-series. In this section, if referred literatures study the problem of
discovering the closest subsequence pair, we say that it is pair-motif discovery
problem.
3.1

Pair-Motif Discovery Problem

This problem suﬀers from its quadratic time complexity w.r.t. the number of subsequences, thus it is not trivial to make exact algorithms scale well. Literature
[15] ﬁrst proposed an exact algorithm MK that exploits triangle inequality. MK
selects some subsequences as reference points, and utilize them to obtain upperbound distances when it compares a given subsequence and another one. However, its time complexity is still quadratic. To scale better, [10] proposed QuickMotif algorithm. Quick-Motif builds an subsequence index in online to reduce
the number of subsequence comparisons. Its experiments show that Quick-Motif
signiﬁcantly outperforms MK. Recently, an oﬄine index approach, called Matrix
Proﬁle, was proposed in [21,22]. For all subsequences, this index maintains the
distances to other subsequences with the largest similarity. This index makes an
online pair-motif discovery algorithm fast [22].
The above studies consider static time-series. The ﬁrst attempt to monitor
the pair-motif is performed in [14]. For each subsequence, the algorithm proposed
in [14] maintains its nearest neighbor and reverse nearest neighbor subsequences
to deal with the pair-motif update. Literature [8] has optimized a data structure
for pair-motif monitoring and the algorithm proposed in [8] outperforms the
algorithm of [14].
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Range-Motif Discovery Problem

Patel et al. proposed an approximate algorithm to discover a range motif eﬃciently [17]. In this algorithm, each subsequence is converted to a string sequence
by SAX [11]. Similar to this algorithm, Castro and Azevedo proposed a range
motif discovering algorithm [3] that employs iSAX [19]. Both SAX and iSAX
approximate a given time-series, thus the discovered motif is not guaranteed to
be exact. Some probabilistic algorithms are proposed in [5,20], and again, this
approach does not guarantee the correctness. Literature [6] proposed a learningbased motif discovery algorithm. This algorithm requires pre-processing step,
thus is hard to be applied in streaming setting. The above literatures consider
only a static time-series.
Although [1] considers a streaming time-series, it aims to discover a rare subsequence that has some similar subsequences but with some very low probability.
The algorithm proposed in [1] also employs approximate approaches (SAX and
Bloom ﬁlter). [16] also considers a streaming time-series, but this literature considers a distance between subsequences under SAX representation. As can be
seen above, the existing works basically consider approximate solutions. In this
paper, we provide an exact solution for eﬃcient motif monitoring.

4

SRMM: Streaming Range Motif Monitoring

We ﬁrst note that the score of each subsequence in the window increases at
most one when the window slides, which can be seen from Deﬁnition 5 and
the property of count-based sliding window. This observation suggests that the
current motif does not change frequently and the score of the new subsequence
often does not reach score(s∗ ).
Let sn be the new subsequence, and if we can know that score(sn ) <
score(s∗ ) with a light-weight cost, we can eﬃciently monitor the exact motif. To
achieve this, we propose a technique that obtains an upper-bound of score(sn )
eﬃciently and prunes unnecessary exact score computation. We introduce this
technique in Sect. 4.1. Recall that the oldest subsequence is removed from the
window, which makes the scores of some subsequences decrease by one. This
may aﬀect s∗ . SRMM can eﬃciently identify the subsequences whose scores may
decrease, which is described in Sect. 4.2. Finally, We elaborate the overall algorithm of SRMM and provide its time complexity in Sect. 4.3.
4.1

Upper-Bounding

First, we obtain an upper-bound of Pearson correlation between sn and s ∈ S,
which corresponds to a lower-bound of the z-normalized distance (see Eq. (2)).
We use PAA [7], a dimensionality reduction algorithm, to achieve this. Recall
that a subsequence sp is represented as (sp [1], sp [2], ..., sp [l]). This implies that
it can be regarded as a point on an l-dimensional space Rl , i.e., a subsequence
is an l-dimensional point.
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Given a dimensionality φ < l, PAA transforms an l-dimensional point into
a φ-dimensional point. Let ŝφp be the transformed ŝp . Each value of ŝφp is
described as
l
φ (i+1)−1
φ 
φ
ŝp [i] =
ŝp [j].
l
l
j= φ i

PAA has the following lemma.
Lemma 1 [7]. Given two subsequences ŝp and ŝq , we have

l
dist(ŝφp , ŝφq ) ≤ dist(ŝp , ŝq ).
φ

(5)

From PAA, we can obtain a lower-bound of the Euclidean 
distance between
l
φ φ
ŝp and ŝq , i.e., an upper-bound of ρ(sp , sq ) in O(φ) time. If
φ dist(ŝp , ŝq ) >

2l(1 − θ), sq is not similar to sp (see Deﬁnition 3), thus we can safely prune
the exact distance computation between ŝp and
 ŝq . Given ŝn , an upper-bound
of score(sn ) can be obtained if we compute

l
φ φ
φ dist(ŝn , ŝp )

for ∀sp ∈ S\S n .

However, this approach is stillexpensive, incurs O(φ(w − l)) time, and sn is

interested only in sp such that φl dist(ŝφn , ŝφp ) ≤ 2l(1 − θ). To obtain such sp
eﬃciently, we employ a kd-tree [2], which is a binary tree for an arbitrary dimensional space. The behind idea of employing a kd-tree is that kd-tree supports
eﬃcient data insertion, deletion, and range query processing.
Assume that all transformed subsequences
in the window are indexed by a kd

l
φ φ
2l(1 − θ), is obtained
tree. Now we see that sp , such that
φ dist(ŝn , ŝp ) ≤
by a range query where the query point is ŝφn and the distance threshold is

2φ(1 − θ). Then we have the following theorem.

Theorem
1. Assume that we have a new subsequence sn , a distance threshold

2l(1 − θ), and a kd-tree that maintains all subsequences, except the l most
recent ones, which are transformed by PAA. A range query on the kd-tree,
where

its query point and a distance threshold respectively are ŝφn and 2φ(1 − θ),
returns Snin which is a set of transformed subsequences ŝφp such that dist(ŝφn , ŝφp ) ≤

2φ(1 − θ). Let |Snin | = mn , and we have mn ≥ score(sn ).


l
φ φ
Proof. We want sp that satisﬁes
2l(1 − θ), which can be
φ dist(ŝn , ŝp ) ≤

seen from Lemma 1. This inequality derives dist(ŝφn , ŝφp ) ≤ 2φ(1 − θ). Next, the
l most recent subsequences can be trivial matched subsequences of sn , thereby

they are not necessary to compute score(sn ). Theorem 1 therefore holds.
Example 1. Figure 2 illustrates a set of transformed subsequences where φ = 2,
i.e., they are 2-dimensional points. To obtain an upper-bound score of sn , we
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Fig. 2. An example of upper-bounding of score(sn ), where φ = 2. The red point is
mn = 3, since there are three points within the circle centered at ŝφn with the
sn and
radius 2φ(1 − θ). (Color ﬁgure online)


set 2φ(1 − θ) as a distance threshold and execute a range query centered at
ŝφn (the red point). As a query answer, we have three (black) points, which are
eﬃciently retrieved by using a kd-tree, and we have mn = 3.
Theorem 1 provides the following corollary.
Corollary 1. If score(s) ≥ mn where s ∈ S\{sn }, sn cannot be the current
motif, thus we can safely prune the exact computation of score(sn ).
Due to Theorem 1, we do not index the l most recent subsequences by a kdtree. Here, the time complexity of a range query on a kd-tree is O(log n + m)
where n and m are the cardinalities of data in the kd-tree and of data satisfying
the distance threshold. The time complexity of the upper-bounding is hence
O(log(w − l) + mn ), and we have (log(w − l) + mn )  w.
4.2

Identifying the Subsequences Whose Scores Can Decrease

When the window slides, the oldest subsequence expires, which makes the scores
of some subsequences decrease. One may consider that a range query centered at
the expired subsequence can solve this score updates. However, such a duplicate
evaluation is not eﬃcient. We overcome this problem by utilizing two lists for
each subsequence sp , similar list SLp and possible similar list P Lp .
Definition 7 (Similar list). The similar list of sp , SLp , is a set of tuples
of subsequence identifier q and ρ(sp , sq ), i.e., SLp = { q, ρ(sp , sq ) | sq ∈
S\Sp , ρ(sp , sq ) ≥ θ}.
Definition 8 (Possible similar list). The possible similar list 
of sp , P Lp ,
φ φ
is a set of identifiers of subsequences sq such that dist(ŝp , ŝq ) ≤ 2φ(1 − θ),
/ Sp , and q, · ∈
/ SLp .
sq ∈
In a nutshell, when we compute an 
upper-bound score of sp by a range query,
φ φ
we add q, such that dist(ŝp , ŝq ) ≤ 2φ(1 − θ), into P Lp . We also add p into
P Lq . In addition, when we compute ρ(sp , sq ), we remove q (p) from P Lp (P Lq ),
and if ρ(sp , sq ) ≥ θ, we update SLp and SLq . Now we have two lemmas.
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Algorithm 1. SRMM (expiration case)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Input: se : the expired subsequence
Output: s∗temp : a temporal motif
Delete ŝφe from kd-tree, f ← 0
for ∀p ∈ SLe do
SLp ← SLp \e, ·
if sp = s∗ then
f ←1
for ∀p ∈ P Le do
P Lp ← P Lp \{e}
if s∗ = se then
f ← 1, s∗ ← ∅
s∗temp ← s∗
if f = 1 then
for ∀sp ∈ S such that |SLp | + |P Lp | ≥ score(s∗temp ) do
s∗temp ← Motif-Update(sp , s∗temp )

Lemma 2. |SLp | + |P Lp | ≥ score(sp ).
Lemma 3. The subsequences sq , whose scores can decrease due to the expiration
of se , satisfy that q ∈ P Le or q, · ∈ SLe .
Both Lemmas 2 and 3 can be proven by Deﬁnitions 7 and 8. Now we see from
Lemma 3 that SLq and P Lq can be updated in O(1) time, so its total update
time is O(|SLe | + |P Le |).
4.3

Overall Algorithm

We present the detail of SRMM, which exploits the techniques introduced in
Sects. 4.1 and 4.2. When the window slides, we ﬁrst deal with the expired subsequence and obtains a temporal motif s∗temp . After that, we verify whether the
new subsequence can be s∗ .
Dealing with Expired Subsequence se . Algorithm 1 details how SRMM deals
with the expired subsequence. Given the expired subsequence se , SRMM deletes
ŝφe from the kd-tree, which is done in O(log(w − l)) time, and sets a ﬂag f = 0
(line 1). Then, according to Lemma 3, SRMM deletes {e} and e, · from all P Lp
and SLp such that p ∈ P Le or p, · ∈ SLe (lines 2–9). Note that if score(s∗ )
decreases or s∗ = se , we set f = 1. Last, if f = 1, the current motif can be
changed. From Lemma 2, we see the subsequences sp which can be the motif
have to satisfy |SLp | + |P Lp | ≥ score(s∗temp ). SRMM therefore computes the
exact scores of such sp and obtains a temporal motif s∗temp (line 13), through
Motif-Update(sp , s∗temp ), which is introduced later.
We next conﬁrm that the obtained temporal motif is really the current motif
or the new subsequence can be the current motif.
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Algorithm 2. SRMM (insertion case)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Input: sn : the new subsequence, s∗temp : a temporal motif
Output: s∗ : the current motif
Compute ŝφn by PAA
Insert ŝφn−l to kd-tree
SLn ← ∅

P Ln ← Range-Search(ŝφn , 2φ(1 − θ))
for ∀p ∈ P Ln do
if sp = s∗temp then
Compute ρ(sp , sn )
if ρ(sp , sn ) ≥ θ then
SLp ← SLp ∪ n, ρ(sp , sn ), SLn ← SLn ∪ p, ρ(sp , sn )
P Ln ← P Ln \{p}
else
P Lp ← P Lp ∪ {n}
if |SLp | + |P Lp | ≥ score(s∗temp ) then
s∗temp ← Motif-Update(sp , s∗temp )
if |SLn | + |P Ln | ≥ score(s∗temp ) then
s∗ ← Motif-Update(sp , s∗temp )
else
s∗ = s∗temp

Dealing with New Subsequence sn . Algorithm 2 illustrates how SRMM
updates the current motif. SRMM ﬁrst obtains ŝφn by PAA and inserts ŝφn−l into
the kd-tree (lines 1–2). Note that sn−l is the most recent subsequence that does
not overlap with sn . (Recall that our kd-tree does not maintain the l most recent
transformed subsequences.) Then SRMM sets SLn = ∅ and obtains P Ln by a
range query, as explained in Sect. 4.1 (lines 3–4). For ∀p ∈ P Ln , P Lp also needs
to be updated. If sp = s∗temp , SRMM computes ρ(sp , sn ) to obtain score(sp ), and
then updates SLp , SLn , and P Ln (lines 6–10). On the other hand, if sp = s∗temp ,
P Lp is updated and SRMM checks whether |SLp |+|P Lp | ≥ score(s∗temp ) or not.
In the case where it is true, SRMM executes Motif-Update(sp , s∗temp ) and updates
s∗temp if necessary (line 14). Last, if |SLn | + |P Ln | ≥ score(s∗temp ), SRMM executes Motif-Update(sn , s∗temp ) to verify the current motif (line 15–16). Otherwise,
we can guarantee that s∗temp is now s∗ (line 18).
Speeding Up Verification. In Motif-Update(sn , s∗temp ), we conﬁrm whether or
not ρ(sn , s∗temp ) ≥ θ, update their similar and possible similar lists, and replace
s∗temp if necessary. We see that updating similar and possible similar lists requires
O(1) time, so if we can relieve the conﬁrmation cost, the motif veriﬁcation cost
is reduced. We achieve this by using the following theorem.
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Theorem 2. When sn , sp where p ∈ P Ln , sq where q ∈ P Ln ∧ q, ρ(sp , sq ) ∈
SLp , and θ are given, we have ρ(sn , sq ) ≥ θ if dist(ŝn , ŝp ) + dist(ŝp , ŝq ) ≤

2l(1 − θ).
Proof. Recall that dist(·, ·) is the z-normalized Euclidean distance. Therefore,
from triangle inequality and Eq. (3), Theorem 2 holds.

Recall that if |SLn | + |P Ln | ≥ score(s∗temp ), we need to compute score(sn ).
We accelerate this veriﬁcation, i.e., Motif-Update(sn , s∗temp ) by exploiting Theorem 2. As a reference subsequence, we utilize sp which is the nearest neighbor to sn , in the φ-dimensional space, among a set of subsequences sp such
that p ∈P Ln and SLp = ∅. Note that sp is obtained during RangeSearch(ŝφn , 2φ(1 − θ)). First, we compute dist(ŝn , ŝp ). Then, for ∀q ∈ P Ln ,
we compute dist(ŝ
 n , ŝp ) + dist(ŝp , ŝq ) if q, · ∈ SLp . If we have dist(ŝn , ŝp ) +
dist(ŝp , ŝq ) ≤ 2l(1 − θ), we do not need to compute dist(ŝn , ŝq ). Therefore,
we
 compute dist(ŝn , ŝq ) only in cases where we have dist(ŝn , ŝp ) + dist(ŝp , ŝq ) >
2l(1 − θ) or q, · ∈
/ SLp .
Time Complexity. As mentioned earlier, inserting/removing a transformed
subsequence into/from the kd-tree incurs O(log(w−l)) time. Algorithm 1 requires
at least O(log(w − l) + me ) time, where me = |SLe | + |P Le |. Also, Algorithm 2
requires at least O(log(w − l) + mn ) time. Recall that mnis the cardinality
of returned (transformed) subsequences by Range-Search(ŝφn , 2φ(1 − θ)). If we
compute the exact score of sp , O(l|P Lp |) time is required, since we need to scan
P Lp and each Pearson correlation computation incurs O(l) time. Let S  be a
set of subsequences whose exact scores are computed when the window
slides.

The total time complexity of SRMM is O(log(w − l) + me + mn + S  l|P Lp |).
It is important to note that |S  | is very small practically. For example, in our
experiments, |S  | ≤ 1 on average. If we consider a polylogarithmic factor, i.e.,
log(w −l), can be seen as a constant, the time complexity of SRMM is dependent
only on the upper-bound scores of the expired and new subsequences in practice.

5

Experiment

This section introduces our experimental results. We evaluated SRMM and the
baseline algorithm introduced in Sect. 2.2. All experiments were conducted on
a PC with 3.4 GHz Core i7 CPU and 16 GB RAM, and all the algorithms were
implemented in C++.
5.1

Setting

In the following setting, we measured the average update time per a slide of the
window.
Datasets. We used four real datasets.
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– Google-CPU [18]: this time-series is a merged sequence of CPU usage rate of
machines in Google compute cells, and its length is 133,902.
– Google-Memory [18]: this time-series is a merged sequence of memory usage
of machines in Google compute cells, and its length is 133,269.
– GreenHouseGas [12]: this is a time-series of green house gas concentrations
with length 100,062.
– RefrigerationDevices1 : this is a sequence of energy consumption of a refrigerator, and its length is 270,000.
Parameters. Table 1 summarizes the parameters used in the experiments and
bold values are default values. We set φ = 2l , and when we investigate the impact
of a given parameter, the other parameters are ﬁxed.
Table 1. Conﬁguration of parameters
Parameter

Values

Motif length, l

50, 100, 150, 200

Window-size, w [×1000] 5, 10, 15, 20
Threshold, θ

Baseline

SRMM

Baseline

80

Update time [msec]

Update time [msec]

80

0.75, 0.8, 0.85, 0.9, 0.95

60
40
20
0

60
40
20
0

50

100

150

200

50

100

Motif length
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Fig. 3. Impact of l
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Result

Varying l. We ﬁrst investigate the impact of motif length, and Fig. 3 shows the
result. We see that the update time of the baseline algorithm linearly increases,
as l increases. This is reasonable since its time complexity is O((w − l)l). On
the other hand, SRMM is not sensitive to l. As l increases, we need more time
to compute Pearson correlation. However, for ﬁxed θ, me and mn decrease as
l increases. For a large l, we tend to have a long distance between two subsequences, i.e., their Pearson correlation tends to be low. Hence, it becomes diﬃcult
for subsequences to be similar to other ones, which is the reason why me and
mn decrease. SRMM therefore has a stable performance even when l varies. This
scalability is a good advantage against the baseline, and SRMM is up to 24.5
times faster than the baseline.
Varying w. We next investigate the impact of window size. As can be seen from
Fig. 4, we have a very similar result to that in Fig. 3. The time complexity of
the baseline is linear to w, so this result is also straightforward. A diﬀerence is
that the update time of SRMM also increases. As w increases, the score of each
subsequence tends to be larger, i.e., me and mn become larger. SRMM therefore
needs longer update time when w is large.
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Fig. 4. Impact of w

Varying θ. Finally, we report the impact of threshold, and the result is shown
in Fig. 5. Because the baseline algorithm scans all subsequences in the window
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Fig. 5. Impact of θ

whenever the window slides, θ does not aﬀect the performance of the baseline.
On the other hand, the update time of SRMM decreases as θ increases. From
Eq. (3), we see that the distance threshold becomes shorter as θ increases. Range
queries in SRMM therefore report less subsequences. In other words, me and mn
also decrease, which provides the result in Fig. 5.
We can see that SRMM incurs longer update time than the baseline when θ =
0.75. We observed that there are many similar subsequences for each subsequence
in RefrigerationDevices when θ is small. In such cases, we cannot prune the exact
score computation and the upper-bounding can be overhead. Note that many
applications require a motif that has highly correlated subsequences, and as
Figs. 5(a)–(d) show, SRMM can update the motif quite fast when θ is large.

6

Conclusion

Due to the trend that recent IoT-based applications generate streaming timeseries, analyzing time-series in real-time becomes more important. This paper
addressed the problem of monitoring a range motif (a subsequence which appears
repetitively the most in a given time-series), for the ﬁrst time. As an eﬃcient
solution to this problem. we proposed SRMM. This algorithm can avoid unnecessary score computation by exploiting Piecewise Approximate Aggregation and
kd-tree. The results of our experiments using four real datasets show the eﬃciency and scalability of SRMM.
In this paper, we considered an one-dimensional time-series. Recently, a
device is becoming to have multiple sensors and can generate a multi-dimensional
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time-series. As a future work, we plan to address the range motif monitoring of
a multi-dimensional streaming time-series.
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